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WORKPOOL RELEASE NOTES 

 
 

WorkPool Version : 4.4.3.019 Internal Build Date : 2010/09/14 

Release/Batch Number : 66270 Prepared By : Eduan Naudé 

 

 

Summary of Modules / Components Affected: 

 
 

Module Changed/Affected Significance of Change 

Tasks & Activities Major 

Communications (Email & SMS/Text Message) Major 

Directory Minor 

Calendar Minor 

Items Minor 

 

 

 

CHANGE LOG DETAILS 
 

 

TASKS AND ACTIVITIES 

 

1. Bug Fixes 

1.1. Adding Activities that are not linked to tasks (standalone), now appears on the “Last 15”  

panel. 

1.2.  Fixed Task Status when editing an escalated Task.  Now retains escalated status while editing a 

task. 

1.3. Expanded the rule of signing-off Tasks with open Activities to the Task Edit screen, meaning 

that, if a task contains open/active Activities, the sign-off option will not displayed on the task 

Edit screen from the “Task Status”.  The new Task Panel has also been equipped with checks to 

prevent Task sign-off with open/active Activities.  Please note that Tasks that has been signed-

off can still have open/active Activities linked to them at a later stage. 

1.4. Fixed email notifications on Task Escalations. 

1.5. Fixed the “Time Taken” field on the email screen to be configurable as on the activity panel.  

The new configurations can be found on the User Profile screen under “Custom Interface 

Settings” and Task Administration under “Task Properties”. 
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2. New Task Action Panel 

2.1. The functions on the Show Task screen has been consolidated in one task panel to make the 

interface more context sensitive, providing the users with typical or suggested actions such as 

completing, signing off, archiving of tasks (typical life-cycle actions) as well as administrative 

functions that are available to administrators only.  The idea was to separate task related 

actions from the activities section. 

2.2. The new Task Panel is located at the top, next to the task number and also below the activity 

panel.  The Task Panel looks as follows: 

 

 
 

The panel also consists of the following new buttons: 

  The task can be signed-off if the user is the owner of the task. 

  The “Freeze Task” button will now mark tasks as Delayed.   

  Edit a task if the user is the owner of the task. 

  Archiving a task.  This icon will not be displayed if the user’s archiving settings are enabled 

on the Personal Task Settings screen under the User Profile section. 

 

3. Task Search can now search Attribute instances from Processes 

3.1. A new “Process Attributes only” search criteria has been placed on the Task Search screen to 

seach attribute values from process instances. 

3.2. There is also a advanced search on process attributes to allow the user to narrow searches on 

specific processes, attributes types, etc. 

 

 
New search criteria for process attributes on the Task Search screen  
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Process Attribute Search screen for more advanced searching 

 

 

4. Updated the Resource Performance Task Summary Report screen 

4.1. Improved the screen layout when displaying a resource’s Task Status Report, i.e. when clicking 

on a resource’s name. 

4.2. Changes include displaying the resource’s name and date range in the title, each table is now 

sorted alphabetically and improved alignment.   

 

5. Improved layout on Documents Panel 

5.1. The documents panel located on the Show Task screen has been updated to display documents 

according to specific section, e.g. Task, Activities, Emails, etc., and the date/time it was 

attached. 

5.2. Attachments in each section art sorted according to the date they were uploaded. 
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ITEMS 

 

1. Bug Fixes 

1.1. The Edit Item screen now retains attachments, like the Item Document and Item Picture, if a 

user error occurs on the screen, e.g. if a required field if left empty upon saving changes made. 

 

 

EMAILS 

 

1. Bug Fixes 

1.1. The Guess Task function on email messages received through IMAP has been corrected.  Where 

the Guess Task displays the title and detail of a private task, but when the Import Message 

button is clicked, the task becomes private and the title can no longer be read. 

1.2. Resources must now have a valid/active email address defined under their account to use Task 

Notifications. 

1.3. Error messages under the linked Entry’s Folder History has been corrected when HTML 

formatted email messages contains WorkPool expressions.  Another correction was made when 

replying on a email message and changing the content type from HTML to Plain Text, then 

cancelling the content change and selecting the HTML format again, which resulted in the body 

of the message containing HTML tags. 

1.4. Fixed alignment of the Personal Folder icon on the Email screen. 
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2. New button to attach related files to an email 

2.1.  A new “More Documents”  button has been added to the Send Mail Message screen. 

2.2. This button displays a dropdown of all documents related to the specific email message, by 

looking at the linked Directory Entry, Task, Calendar Events, etc.  For example, if an email is 

linked to a Task and the Task has a file attached to it, then the same file will be visible from this 

list.  The same concept applies to other sections relating to the email message, e.g. attributes 

on View of the linked Entry, etc. 

 

 
 

 

3. Setting Next-Action dates when sending emails 

3.1. The Next-Action dates of tasks linked to an email message, where the author of the message is 

also a resource on the linked tasks, can be set on the Send Mail Message screen. 

3.2. All tasks with changes Next-Action dates will also be displayed on the Send Message To screen, 

i.e. the screen displaying confirmed recipients before sending off a message. 
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4. Improved Calendar Activities on Tasks and keeping a audit trail of declined invitations 

4.1. Email notifications sent as a result of a resource declining the invitation is now automatically 

linked to the task the calendar event is linked to.  Declined invitations are also recorded against 

the event’s Audit Trail. 

 

5. New Email Rules Processor:  Out-of-Office and automatic Task creation 

5.1. Two email rule processors has been add on the mailbox configuration screen to allow a user to 

configure either one of the following rules for their mailbox: 

� Out of Office Mailbox Rule 

� Start a Task Mailbox Rule 

 

 
 

 
 

5.2. The Out of Office Mailbox Rule is used to configure automatic “Out-of-Office” replies based on 

the user’s rule configuration.   
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5.3. The Start a Task Mailbox Rule allows a resource to create a task template which will be used to 

automatically create a task based on specific rules when an email is received.  

 

6. Audit Trail when linking an email message to a Directory Entry 

6.1. A Message Audit Trail is now kept on received emails when a resource links it to a electronic 

folder and/or task. 

 

 

CALENDAR 

 

1. Bug Fixes 

1.1. Archived tasks are now displayed under Commitments for the Day. 

1.2. Fixed the issue where the manager of a calendar event does not have an email address 

specified under his/hers user profile, which resulted in an error message when attendees 

decline the invitation, thus sending out the notifications to an empty email address. 

 

2. Improved Calendar Event layout on Task History 

2.1. The layout of a Calendar Event on its linked task (under Task History) has also been 

improved to show more information like that of location, objective, date & time, and all 

invitees, including their statuses.  Attachments on the event are also visible from here and 

will also be listed under the improved Documents tab. 
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DIRECTORY 

1. Bug Fixes 

1.1.  Improved the performance when opening the email folder of an entry’s Folder History, 

especially if it contains a large number of email messages. 

 

2.  New Directory Property to set the duration of the email folder 

2.1. A new property was added to the Directory Properties screen under Directory 

Administration to set the default duration for emails under the Folder History. 

 

 
 

 


